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Housekeeping
■ Download slides at https://go.oceg.org/operational-risk-and-business-

continuity-in-2021-how-have-the-events-of-2020-made-an-impact
■ Answer all 3 polls 
■ Certificates of completion 

(only for OCEG All Access Pass holders)
■ Evaluation survey at the close of the webinar
■ Find the recording later on the OCEG site at https://go.oceg.org/webinar-

recordings

https://go.oceg.org/webinar-recordings


Learning Objectives
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■ Identify the impact of 2020 events on 
planning for operational risk and business 
continuity

■ Review the findings of the OCEG poll
■ Define key benefits of integrating these 

capabilities and how to begin



a. Yes, I have an All Access Pass, and I would like to receive a Certificate of Completion 
for this event

b. Yes, I have an All Access Pass, but I do not need a Certificate of Completion

c. No, I do not have an All Access Pass, but I would like to get one and receive CPE credit 
for this and future webcasts I attend

d. No, I do not have an All Access Pass and I don’t want to buy one at this time (so I won’t 
get CPE credit for this event) 

Poll 1
Do you have an OCEG All Access Pass (a paid membership) and would you like to 
receive CPE credit for this event? 
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What do we mean by Operational Risk and 

Continuity?



66

Prepare 
& Respond

Anticipate 
& Learn



7What were the impacts of 2020?
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The world continues to change, for ALL of us. 

But one thing holds true…the imperative to deliver on your 
promise to customers, no matter what.
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Delivering on your customer promise requires 
data-informed agility in making decisions

An independent, controlled study of CFOs responding to measures critical to rebuilding or 
enhancing revenue streams as a result of COVID.

Products or services 
(offering new, enhanced, repurposed, or pared-down solutions)

Pricing strategies 
(increasing/decreasing prices, offering different payment terms)

Distribution channels
(for example, changing from in-person to virtual sales or delivery)

Customer segments 
(for example, selling direct to customer, targeting new industries)

Supply chain strategies
(for example, develop alternate sourcing options, change contract terms)

Geographic markets
(for example, entering new markets, leaving current markets)

Talent 
(for example, recruitment and upskilling)

Mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures or alliances

63%

43%

36%

34%

30%

27%

27%

25%

90%

11%

71%

of the most successful 
organizations use data 
effectively to understand 
and run their business

of organizations overall 
are using data to 
understand how they can 
perform better

of the rest are actively 
implementing technology to 
understand and run their 
business



a. Yes

b. No

Poll 2
Do you have a role in overseeing or delivering operational risk management?
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RESULTS FROM THE OCEG 
POLL ON CONVERGENCE 
OF OPERATIONAL RISK 
MANAGEMENT AND 
BUSINESS CONTINUITY
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88% 
reported seeing convergence of risk 
and continuity in 2021

14
point growth over 2020 

Risk and continuity are 
becoming more 
integrated
Integration of Risk and Continuity Poll
Fusion Risk Management and OCEG

March 2021
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67% Of companies are 
integrating or plan 
to integrate risk and 
continuity 

Fusion and OCEG Survey, March 2021
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Global crisis more than doubled 
integration efforts over what was planned a year ago
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44% In progress

17% Planned

In OCEG’s poll of 200+ International companies, researchers concluded that organizations outperformed their 
risk and continuity integration expectations when compared to expected 2020 plans. 
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Finance / Banking / Insurance

Healthcare

Business / professional services

Manufacturing

Transportation / distribution

+11%

+24%

+23%

+11%

+13%

Convergence of disciplines is accelerating
across all industries

Utilities

Government

+11%

+6%

+
In OCEG’s poll of 200+ International companies, researchers concluded that organizations outperformed their 
risk and continuity integration expectations when compared to expected 2020 plans. 

2021

2020
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% Respondents

0

100

51%
66%

2020 2021

Partially Yes

Yes

Technologies are becoming more integrated
as a result of more collaboration between disciplines

+

18% 22%
33% 44%

In OCEG’s poll of 200+ International companies, researchers concluded that organizations outperformed their 
risk and continuity integration expectations when compared to expected 2020 plans. 
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Leadership & operational resilience
priorities dominate corporate agendas post-covid

Op Res Policy
and Procedure Review

% Reporting

0%
Executive 

Focus
Board 

Reporting

47.3%

62.1%

+

70% 65.4%

Technology 
Improvements

50.5%

In OCEG’s poll of 200+ International companies, researchers concluded that organizations outperformed their 
risk and continuity integration expectations when compared to expected 2020 plans. 



a. Yes, this year

b. Yes, next year or later

c. No

d. I don’t know

Poll 3
Is your organization addressing convergence of operational risk management 
and business continuity functions?
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19What are key elements of convergence?



2020

TO

Server is down and 
third party is 
unreachable

Impacts 
authentication

No idea how it 
impacts business 

Our plan assumed 
third party would 
repair in 3 hours

There are no known 
alternatives.

Server is down

Impacts 
authentication

40M customers 
cannot access cash 
or login to account 

Third party is 
unreachable
Will take us 18 hours 
to fix with current 
resources

Or we cut over to 
this vetted third 
party authentication



Helping organizations build the 
confidence necessary to thrive in 

rapidly changing times.

Back office function largely 
separated from business 
operations. Little interaction or 
input into decision-making and 
strategy.

Risk and resilience tightly 
intertwined with all activities of 
the business at all levels. Every 
member of the organization has 
real-time insights to inform next 
actions.

Some activities done in silos, 
but beginning to integrate risk 
and resilience activities into 1st 
line.

The Continuum of Risk and Resilience in Practice

Siloed IntegratedHybrid
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Operational Resilience

Operational Resilience is an outcome
that enables the ability to continue to 
deliver on your customer promise, no 
matter what.

Operational resilience is a culture, a set of 
competencies, and a shared foundation of information
driven by people inside and outside of your 
organization, that empowers you to continue to deliver 
on your current commitments to customers and evolve 
with them in a way consistent with your brand as their 
circumstances and needs change.
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Put the Customer at the Center
Develop a clear perspective of how disruption in your services impacts the safety and 

soundness of your customer, the economy, the market, and the firm.

Focus on Critical Services and Products
Most traditional risk and resilience programs tend to focus on internal processes. Instead, 

understand the end-to-end process of delivering critical services and products.

Owned by Business Service and Product Leadership
Business leadership must take ownership of the integration of anticipating, preparing for, 

responding to, and learning from risks and events.

Eliminate the Silos
Break down the traditional silos that exist within most institutions - leading to greater visibility, 

collaboration, and more effective response.

Key Priorities from Supervisory Authorities



Building a 
Risk-Aware 
and Resilient 
Culture



September
Executive
Roundtable



26Where do we begin?
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Operational Resilience Framework

Imagine having a full picture of your business operations.

Fusion Data Enterprise Data External Data

PeoplePlacesProcess Regulatory Situational 
Intelligence

N-
Party

Anticipate & Prepare Respond & Learn

Operational Intelligence

Risk & Business Continuity Crisis, Disaster Recovery

Business 
Continuity

Op
Risk

Third Party 
Risk

IT 
Risk

Incident & 
Crisis

Disaster 
Recovery

Systems N-party
Risk Insight
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North Star of 
Resilience
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Thank you



Questions?


